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Yoga vacations—big on serenity, low on stress and more self-indulgent than you’d think—are taking off
for both neophytes and experts. One yogi heads to Italy to see if vino and gelato throw her off balance

good time, yoga has become a $16 billion-a-year
business in the U.S., according to a 2016 Yoga
Journal/Yoga Alliance survey. Yoginis (women)
make up 72% of the 36.7 million mat-toters, but
the number of men sinking into warrior pose, up-
ward of 10 million, has more than doubled since
2012. Enterprising folk have found myriad ways to
monetize the movement, from mat sanitizers and
pricey tights to private yoga classes in hotels. And
yoga vacations around the globe have exploded,
targeting everyone from stiff-as-a-board begin-
ners to Cirque-du-Soleil-bendy types with decades
of experience. The retreat business—active from

YOGA RETREATS are point-and-shoot vacations:
Pick a destination, find an all-inclusive retreat,
book your flight. No need to worry about an itin-
erary or hotels. Wardrobe? Loosefitting. If you’re
a lazy planner (hand raised), like to travel alone
without being alone (hand still up), and want a
holiday that’s more likely to renew than exhaust
you, a yoga escape is ideal.

No longer the province of ascetics who con-
sider binge-drinking wheatgrass shots a bracing

BY MARGOT DOUGHERTY

Om, the Places You’ll Go!
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Iceland to Jamaica, Bhutan to Hawaii—has risen
to meet this newly hatched and happy-to-spend
consumer for whom sun salutations are just part
of the draw. “It’s about being in an amazing loca-
tion and pivoting from the yoga experience to
sightseeing,” said Rosanna McCollough, CEO of
YogaWorks, whose 50 U.S. studios draw 250,000
yogis each month, many of them shelling out
$6,500 for a retreat with one of their favorite
teachers. “Yoga helps you disconnect,” said Chris-
tine Boyle, a Seattle marketing executive who
tries to go on a yoga retreat every year and has
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OUT

Pallid Pink
“Some colors like pale pink have been all over show-
rooms but have a short life-expectancy,” said Charl-

ston-based designer Michael Mitchell, speaking
for himself and partner Tyler Hill. Chicago designer

Tom Stringer agreed, noting that while “blush
was promoted as a color trend earlier in the
year, it already looks tired and drab.” Though

some designers buy into the world’s looking better
through rose-colored glasses, Mr. Stringer asserted
that “no one looks good sitting on a pink sofa.”

FORMIDABLE FOLIO

A delightfully oversize tome—including 500 reproductions of paintings from the Metropolitan Museum of Art—deserves a display that’s more altar than coffee table

WHEN NEW YORK’S Metropolitan Museum
of Art tasked Kathryn Calley Galitz, an art his-
torian and educator there, with selecting the
institution’s most influential and innovative
paintings, it took five months. The challenge
“was an embarrassment of riches,” she said of
whittling down the gargantuan permanent
collection, numbering over 20,000 paintings.
“How do we keep it to 500?” The final edit by
her and her colleagues fills the pages of the
recently published “Metropolitan Museum of
Art: Masterpiece Paintings” (Rizzoli, $75). Ex-
panding the definition beyond pigment-on-
canvas, the book includes not only works such
as Kerry James Marshall’s monumental unti-
tled 2014 work of acrylic on PVC panels but a
ceramic Iranian storage jar, circa 3,800-3,700
B.C., with a matte black mountain goat repre-
sented on its side. With beautiful reproduc-
tions of the pieces, plus detail photos, orga-
nized chronologically (to demonstrate “what
was happening at any given moment in time,”
said Dr. Calley Galitz, the book clocks in at 9
pounds and 20-by-13½ inches when open,
making curling up with it difficult. Our solu-
tion for handling such brawny books? A hand-
some stand like one of those at right. Punctu-
ating the end of a hallway or gracing a table,
it’s an alternative to the design trope of stack-
ing books on a coffee table. And your biceps
will thank you. —Kelly Michèle GuerottoF.
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Separate Kitchens
“Many of our clients love to cook, and the

kitchen is a central part of their home, but they
don’t like having it as a focal point during a din-

ner party,” Mr. Jones said, while Mr. Gibson
noted that folks on the other side of the enter-
tainment equation appreciate a little discretion
as well: “People don’t particularly want to see
a messy kitchen.” The new year’s resolution?
Give chefs their space, like the room shown at
right. Ms. Broberg Smith considers the kitchen

“the most important and highly used room in the
house,” deserving of four walls. Mr. Jones also
called for, “a good exhaust system,” adding that

“not all food aromas are pleasant ones.”

Open Floor Plans
While the free-flowing layout of

midcentury modernism has long
reigned, many designers and archi-
tects are reintroducing clients to the
joys of compartmentalization. “Loft-
like living isn’t for everyone,” Mr.

Gibson said. “In years past, everyone
knocked down walls to create ‘great
rooms’ with kitchens connected to
living spaces, but people realized

they actually desire a sense of sepa-
ration.” For Beverly Hills designer
Stephan Jones, it’s time to close the

door on open-concept plans.

STANDS TO TAKE // THREE PIECES TO HELP WITH YOUR HEAVY READING


Carl Auböck Modernist Book

Stand from Vintagerie,
$1,600, 1stdibs.com


Antique 19th-Century French

Gilded-Bronze Lutrin Bible Stand
Socle from La Chapelle Privee,

$450, rubylane.com


The Allure
Bookstand,
$2,800,
Assouline,
212-593-7236

MASTERPIECE
READER ‘The
Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art: Mas-
terpiece Paintings’
organizes paintings
chronologically, un-
like the museum,
which arranges
by national school
or curatorial de-
partment.

Flashy Ore
“The shiny, polished brass from the
1970s made a huge comeback the

past few years,” said New York designer
Sasha Bikoff, but in 2017, the showy material’s

shine has largely worn off. Like gold-
plated anything, the lacquered metal

skews nouveau riche, especially
when used in quantity. “As with any

beautiful element,” said California designer
Ohara Davies-Gaetano, “less is more.”

Somber Grains
“Dark woods like mahogany and ebony are

going out of style because they look a little heavy,”
said New York-based designer Aamir Khandwala.

“Woods such as oak, pear-wood and birch feel more
modern, as they are lighter in color and more uni-
form in grain.” The only thing more bleak and dated
than the duskier varieties of wood is lumber with

a past. “Anything reclaimed or that looks recycled is
definitely on its way out,” explained Mr. Alhadeff—

whether cabinetry, furniture or flooring.

Rigid Geometrics
Atlanta designer Julie DeWalt said, “Hard edges and
stark patterns are fading away as we strive to add
warmth to homes.” Founder of New York gallery The
Future Perfect David Alhadeff includes kitschy and

colorful Memphis décor in the outgoing trend:
“Enough with the arbitrarily wild and crazy.” In tiles,

Italian designers Francesco Breganze and Virginia Val-
entini see “a decrease in sharp hexagonals and octagonals
in favor of warmer neutral designs—especially those that

create fabric-like patterns such as tweed and linen.”

Terrazzo
Bits of marble suspended in cement (or chunks

bound in resin, like the Marmoreal material Max Lamb
created for Dzek, right), terrazzo is “one of those clas-
sics people underestimate,” said New York designer
Mariela Alvarez. “It’s almost indestructible and great
for floors.” A popular choice in lobbies and restau-

rants, the polished material also suits a home’s foyer,
kitchen or bathroom. “From 10 paces back, it reads as
clean, fresh and neutral while showing dimension and
texture up close,” said New York designer Drew McGukin.

Muted Metal Finishes
Where metallics are concerned, subtlety trumps glitz.

San Francisco designer Grant K. Gibson predicts the
ascent of matte details like oxidized metals and
matte glazes, while Ms. Bikoff recommends the
“higher level of sophistication” provided by

“warm and worldly antique brass.” Nashville’s
Chad James concurred: “It’s time to move to neu-
tral-colored metals, the more-primitive steel and
cold gun metal.” He suggests pewter, like the Nanz
Company’s knobs at right, as another refined alternative.

Forest Green
“When I was growing up, forest green was everywhere,

but we got sick of it and felt it was too heavy and formal,”
said California designer Becki Owens. “Now it’s making
a modern, moody comeback.” East Hampton architect
and designer Erica Broberg Smith offered, “We’ve seen
the color in European design magazines, but we’d put
our money on its arrival stateside this year.” Ms. Owens
specified, “It’s dark, but it looks current and fresh when
used with grays, blacks and white and creates a sophisti-

cated edge.” Try Farrow & Ball’s Studio Green, right.

DESIGN & DECORATING

What’s Fresh
What’s Finished

Straight-lined minimalism gives way to liberal
ornament, and kitchens get a room of their own. Dozens

of interior-design pros weigh in on 2017’s trends

Layered Maximalism
Interiors professionals are chilling to cool,

simple lines in favor of patterns layered like
the pieces at right, from Zak + Fox. New York designer
Starrett Ringbom is seeing more “tassels and trims as
rich, louche interiors make a comeback.” Other ele-

ments this wave brings: Chinoiserie, ornate historic mo-
tifs, florals, organic patterns and the handmade. Dallas de-
signer Michelle Nussbaumer pointed to the worldliness of
new interiors: “I’m seeing a mix of cultures, objects and

travel finds coming together.”
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